Walla Walla University Ethics in Research Committee (EIRC) Procedures

EIRC Application submitted for review

Review level determined by EIRC Chair

Exempt:
Review by chair

Yes

Approval letter sent to PI

Research proceeds

No

Expedited:
Review by chair and 1-2 other EIRC members

Application submitted prior to quarterly application deadline

Yes

Needs changes/more information required?

Send back to PI to resubmit changes/information

Research proceeds

No

Are changes/more information required?

Approval letter sent to PI

Research proceeds

Full:
Full EIRC review

Application submitted prior to quarterly application deadline

Yes

Needs changes/more information required?

Send back to PI to resubmit changes/information

Research proceeds

No

Are changes/more information required?

Approval letter sent to PI

Research proceeds

Yes

Send back again until approved

Research proceeds

No

Approval letter sent to PI

Research proceeds

Yes

Send back again until approved

Research proceeds

Approval letter sent to PI

Research proceeds

Yes

Send back again until approved

Research proceeds
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